




Indulgence never 
looked so good

Tesla is proud to present its great selection of 
Android TVs, all with amazing performances – 
in any screen size you need. All of our models 
boast mesmerizing visuals, while some of 
them also have integrated soundbars or 
other useful functions. When it comes to 
your audiovisual experience - it’s time for a 
whole new era.



Your personal Google Assistant 

Can you feel the new groove?

A smart assistant is no longer reserved for your 
smartphone: now you can also ask the big screen 
whatever you want. Press the  mic button on 
the remote, and use Google Assistant to find out 
traffic or weather information, Google anything, 
play and pause favorite movies or TV shows.

We know how important audio component is to your watching experience, so you can hear 
every intense whisper, sitcom laugh or favorite song loud and clear. All Tesla TVs boast amazing 
sound quality, while some even have DTS support, surround effect and Bluetooth connection. 
Turn up the volume and let the fun take over!



Expand the beauty

Comfy and cozy with Google Home integration

Chromecast allows you to watch your favorite TV shows, movies and other content on the largest screen, streaming it in a few clicks 
from other smart devices you use on a daily basis. This way, it is quite simple to control your TV from anywhere in the house!

Most of Tesla Android TVs are compatible with the whole Google ecosystem, including Google Home. Control any smart home device 
using the built-in Google Assistant: turn on the lights, turn down the heating and much more.



Mesmerizing visuals

Many Tesla TVs have a direct LED screen and an Ultra HD 
resolution, while some also boast support for HDR/HLG 
formats. We are always focused on providing you with 
a better user experience, vivid colors, faster application 
installing and quality image with no glitches or screen 
freezing. 



Technology develops, style remains

It’s play time

Utilize all the possibilities of your WiFi router in combination with your smart TV potential. If your Tesla TV comes with support for 
5GHz WiFi networks, this could be the perfect time to enjoy 4K streaming, a more stable connection and much faster Internet. 

Open the world of limitless fun with a preinstalled official Google Play Store and access to more than 5000 apps made for Android 
TV OS! Apart from Google Play Games, Google Play Movies & TV and Google Assistant, the licensed Android TV also supports official 
Android TV Netflix, HBO GO and Amazon Prime video apps.



At Tesla, we are constantly working on providing you with new entertainment options, innovative TV features and modern 
user interfaces. Google TV is the latest version of the official Android OS, launched by one of the greatest tech companies 
in the world: it allows you to browse content from across your favorite applications, offering a truly personalized experience 
by grouping movies and TV shows according to your interests.



Beyond TV features

Google TV also gives you the option to control your smart 
home devices (for example, dim the lights, check the 
backyard camera, etc.), as well as create kid-friendly, age-
appropriate experiences for your little ones by setting filters 
and controlling app activities. 

Created just for you

With Google TV, it’s easier than ever to explore a whole world 
of enjoyment and discover new binge-worthy content! It’s 
intelligently organized just for you: based on what you chose 
before, the program will help you discover what to watch 
next. You can also use voice command options to search for 
specific content across apps and services, or enjoy live TV if 
you feel like catching up with the world.



VIDAA TV OS is designed to provide as smooth and intuitive watching experience as possible. Universal search 
feature allows you to look for content across apps: no more browsing through each app individually! Additional 
useful options include content recommendations, a voice assistant, art mode, a variety of hotel modes, and 
many other features. All you have to do is sit back and enjoy favorite content at your fingertips!





webOS is an intelligent TV operating system 
created to provide a great audio-visual experience 
while supporting TV broadcasting systems on the 
global market. It supports Dolby audio, HDR, HLG, 
as well as world’s top content apps. With a function 
called “Home dashboard”, you can easily manage 
all inputs, settings and connected devices.





Limitless options

AI voice recognition system

Multitasking? Not a problem with Tesla TV, as it provides you with a possibility to split the 
screen so you can watch TV (or play games using a console or a PC connected by HDMI) 
and browse the Internet at the same time! Easily create shortcuts, move the apps around 
and access any settings, as well as change size, letters or the very position of subtitles.

The built-in ThinQ AI voice recognition system supports more than 13 different languages. 
From search options to menu functions, you can control the TV, look for any information, 
play music or browse through movies and TV shows just by speaking to the remote.



Let the music play

Connectivity matters

Tesla webOS TV will wow you with the amazing sound, but the Music player app 
elevates the experience of listening to favorite melodies to a whole other level. It 
allows you to play music even when the TV screen is off!

Connect the TV with your computer or phone wirelessly (Miracast, DLNA) to 
browse through it on the big screen, as well as manage the device using the TV 
remote. There’s an important game scheduled, but the kids are asleep? You have 
two options: use your Bluetooth headphones, or use ThinQ app to control the TV, 
transfer the sound to smartphone headphones and turn the volume up! 



SEGMENT 9 9 9 9 9 6

MODEL Q75K939SUS Q65K925SUS Q55K925SUS Q65S935BUS 65S906BUS 65E625BUS

SERIES K939SUS K925SUS K925SUS S935BUS S906BUS E625BUS

SCREEN SIZE 75 65 55 65 65 65

GENERAL

Screen Size 75” (190cm) 65” (165cm) 55” (140cm) 65” (165cm) 65” (165cm) 65” (165cm)

Color Silver/Metal frame Silver/frameless Silver/frameless Black/frameless Black/frameless Black/frameless

Screen Resolution 3840x2160 3840x2160 3840x2160 3840x2160 3840x2160 3840x2160

Tuner Type DVB-T/T2/C/S/S2 DVB-T/T2/C/S/S2 DVB-T/T2/C/S/S2 DVB-T/T2/C/S/S2 DVB-T/T2/C/S/S2 DVB-T/T2/C/S/S2

Smart OS WebOS (w/magic remote) WebOS (w/magic remote) WebOS (w/magic remote) Google TV Android TV 10 Android TV 9

DISPLAY

Brightness (cd/m2) 380 330 350 350 330 390

Dynamic Contrast 1200:1 1200:1 1100:1 1200:1 11700:1 7800:1

Viewing Angle (H/V) 178°/178° 178°/178° 178°/178° 178°/178° 178°/178° 178°/178°

Response Time (ms) 8 9.5 6 8 9 6.5

HDR10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

AUDIO

Audio Power (W) 2x10 2x10 2x10 2x10 2x10  
(w/ Front Soundbar)

2x10

CONECTIVITY

HDMI 3 3 3 3 3 3

CI Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

USB 3 2 2 2 2 2

Headphone Yes No No Yes No No

Digital Audio Output SPDIF Yes (Optical) Yes (Optical) Yes (Optical) Yes (Optical) Yes (Optical) Yes (Optical)

LAN Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

WiFi Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bluetooth Yes (Headphones, 
Speakers support)

Yes (Headphones, 
Speakers support)

Yes (Headphones, 
Speakers support)

Yes (Headphones, 
Speakers support)

Yes (Headphones, 
Speakers support)

Yes (Headphones, 
Speakers support)

SIZE & WEIGHT

Product Size (WxHxD) w/ stand (mm) 1674x1019x339 1446x835x73 1228x748x285 1445x880x250 1448x880x270 1445x872x250

Product Size (WxHxD) w/o stand (mm) 1674x960x70 1446x897x258 1228x710x72 1445x830x78 1448x870x76 1445x830x78

Product Net Weight With Stand (kg) 29 16.8 13.5 20.7 19.24 20.7

VESA 600x300 300x200 300x200 400x200 400x200 200x200


